In order to conduct analyses of networked systems where connections between individuals take on a range of values -counts, continuous strengths or ordinal rankings -a common technique is to dichotomize the data according to their positions with respect to a threshold value. However, there are two issues to consider: how the results of the analysis depend on the choice of threshold, and what role the presence of noise has on a system with respect to a fixed threshold value. We show that while there are principled criteria of keeping information from the valued graph in the dichotomized version, they produce such a wide range of binary graphs that only a fraction of the relevant information will be kept. Additionally, while dichotomization of predictors in linear models has a known asymptotic efficiency loss, the same process applied to network edges in a time series model will lead to an efficiency loss that grows larger as the network increases in size.
Introduction
As the majority of publication in relational data and complex networks has derived from the graph-theoretic framework, nearly all of the supporting analytical tools that have been developed are meant to handle binary data input. As a result, there has been a strong tendency towards the transformation of valued data into the binary framework in order to conduct an analysis on the ensemble with particular attention to the individual nodes. This is most often accomplished at the analysis stage through the dichotomization procedure: choose a threshold value, set all ties with equal or higher values to equal one, and all lower to equal zero.
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The tendency to dichotomize has been abetted by the simplicity of working with binary outcomes, as well as the visualization methods currently available for graphs. A threshold may also be chosen for the sake of parsimony of analysis, since examining only strong ties simplifies their role in the system under study. Additionally, limiting an analysis to the strongest ties that hold a network together is perceived to be a mechanism for reducing noise that is seen to be caused by a larger number of weaker connections. This is certainly true when using standard algorithms for plotting a network; an excess of ties on the printed page, with respect to the nodes of the system, will obscure other ties that may have more meaning for the dynamics of the system.
If the goal of dichotomization is to learn about the underlying valued system, the outcome may be difficult to quantify. In particular, if the goal is to choose a cut-point that is in some sense "optimal", the method for choosing the cut should reflect a minimum loss of information from the valued system. But if the quantity of interest is not meaningful in the valued case -for example, that all edges are non-zero but most are very small, so that the edge-count diameter of the system is 1 -then it may prove difficult to choose a condition for optimality.
There are many different classes of input data in the literature that are subjected to dichotomization:
• Correlation or partial correlation as evidence of network ties (Achard et al. [2006] , Section 7.3.2 in Kolaczyk [2009] , Hidalgo et al. [2009] ). Network ties are elicited by measuring the outcomes between two nodes over time or repetitions, and the strength of correlation determines the existence of an underlying tie.
• Count-incidence data (such as the EIES message data in Freeman and Freeman [1980] ), where a connection value is the number of times two individuals are counted together, be it communication, collaboration or attendance. More classes of count data involving directed transactions are found in the agriculture literature [Ortiz-Pelaez et al., 2006; Robinson and Christley, 2007] . Choudhury et al. [2010] considers the thresholding problem on modern electronic communication data sets and attempts the same type of procedure we endorse, but with the prediction of future behaviour as the optimality criterion.
A special case of count-incidence is the projection of a binary bipartite network, in which there are two classes of nodes that only have ties across groups, not within. One example of this is the network of memberships of individuals in organizations, which can be projected into an organization-only network with tie strength representing the number of common individuals. In the case of a low-density network, it may suffice to set the threshold at 1; however, this may still result in a significant loss of information.
An example of a count model with noise is Figure 1 . In this case, the chosen threshold is the minimum value that maintains a giant component, and the resulting topology of the binary network is ring-like. However, for another network generated from the same 2 Figure 1: A demonstration of when dichotomization can give an extremely misleading picture of an underlying system. Upper left: a 100-node network with ring-type topology and integervalued ties, produced from a generative model with Poisson-type edge values. Upper right: a dichotomized version of this graph with a cut-point chosen to maintain the giant component. Below: a dichotomized version of a graph from the same generative family with the identical cutpoint value. Note that the topological discrepancy, due to the underlying random process governing the strengths of ties, can potentially mislead an investigator on the nature of the connected system. For example, node 18 is located on the ring in the first case, and therefore considerably more central, than in the second case while on the periphery. underlying model, that same choice of threshold creates an line-like binary graph, which has very different topological properties -among others, it has double the diameter. This is meant to illustrate that if the intent of dichotomization is to reduce noise by simplifying the structure of the system, the choice of threshold may have exactly the opposite effect.
• Categorical/ordinal data on relationship type (the EIES acquaintance data in Freeman and Freeman [1980] ). In this case, the ordinal data represent the strength of an association between two people as reported in qualitative fashion, such as {"never heard of them", "acquaintances", "casual friends", "best friends"} and subsequent analysis is performed by forming two groups.
• Rank data such as in [Newcomb, 1961] , in which respondents were asked to identify their order of preference for each other member in the study over a period of several months. This is different from the previous cases since the actual underlying relationships can vary greatly; a person in a tight group of 4 likely has very different feelings for their assignment of "third-best friend" than someone in a tight group of 3, whose third choice lies outside their immediate social sphere.
Thresholds can be taken on an individual's preferences alone, or whether two individuals mutually ranked the other highly. (Note: the former is also another case of the degreecensoring problem, discussed in detail in ?.)
We begin with a discussion of various motivations for dichotomizing a valued data set, and then reviewing work on the consequences of dichotomizing data in the linear modelling literature, and under what circumstances it is maximally efficient. Following this background review, the effect of dichotomization on the geometric summaries of the network is discussed, first through the simulation of various families of valued tie strengths under the GLM framework, then on three real examples from the literature. This is followed by an investigation the choice of threshold on a nodal outcome when the tie is a part of a predictor in a linear model, demonstrate a considerable loss of efficiency as compared to the linear valued case in simulated examples, and show that the coverage probabilities for confidence/probability intervals can be considerably distorted. The chapter concludes with a discussion on the use of dichotomization in general, with recommendations regarding its use in network problems.
Motivations for Dichotomization
There are several reasons why the dichotomization procedure is appealing in an investigation aside from convenience and simplicity. Here are several classes of motivation that are of particular interest.
• Use of Exclusively Binary Methods. Several classes of models have been designed to incorporate binary information directly, including the exponential random graph model (ERGM or p-star; see ? for an introduction), whose inputs are often summary statistics of counts of topological features, and the Watts-Strogatz small-world [?] and Barabasi-Albert preferential attachment models [?] whose generative mechanisms are binary in nature, and also enjoy a large record of verification across many disciplines. No less relevant are our perceptions on the degrees of separation between individuals in a connected system; a friend of a friend is a well-defined notion, whereas a low-strength connection one step away may not be easy to compare to the influence of an individual two very short steps away.
While it may be possible to refine these mechanisms to incorporate weighted data, these modifications have not yet been verified or published and cannot be relied upon in realworld case studies. As a result, the thresholding mechanism is seen as a reasonable way of extracting information from a valued data set for use in empirically verified methods.
• Ease of Input and Data Collection. The need to classify continuously-valued quantities into a set of discrete groups is widespread throughout all of science and technology, particularly because of the associated need to make clear decisions based on this information, whether or not there is a distinct change in the behaviour of a system at the threshold level. For example, a person is considered obese if their the body-mass index (BMI) exceeds 30 2 , though there is no dramatic difference for two otherwise identical people whose BMIs are 29.5 and 30.5; it serves as a useful benchmark for making medical decisions by preserving a large piece of the information.
In this way, the act of dichotomization is more similar to the rounding of decimal places. However, by rounding too early in the operation, the error introduced will have more opportunities to propagate and magnify through an analysis if not properly tracked.
• Ease of Output in Graphical Representations. The visual appeal of graphs and networks has contributed to much of the field's attention in the past decade. When plotting a graphical structure, with n nodes and n 2 undirected edges, it can quickly become difficult to visually discover the most relevant nodes or connections. A clever choice of threshold can illuminate which nodes are most central, which connections the most vital.
• Sparsity of Structure. In data where there are very few natural zeroes (if any), dichotomization provides a way to select for a small number of connections which are thought to be of the greatest importance to the system, or to nominate a number of ties for more in-depth study. This use, in particular, exemplifies the difference between a "structural" zero, in which no tie exists, from a "signal" zero, in which the transmission along or activity across a known tie is so small as to render it redundant to the operation of the network.
• Binning To Address Nonlinearity and Reduce Noise. A quantity that appears to have a linear effect on a short range of scale may behave quite differently over larger scales.
3 If there is a nonlinear relationship in the data, binning the data into distinct ordinal categories has many advantages, namely, the reduction of total mean-squared error, and a corresponding increase in power for detecting a true non-zero relationship over an improperly specified linear analysis. By restricting the number of bins to two, the investigator may be imposing a stricter condition on the data than is necessary.
Each case has its merits. The first is indisputable, in that binary-valued methods require binary-valued input. When dichotomization is conducted at the analysis stage, the data collection question is moot; however, if done at the design stage, as in a survey or sampling study, the impact is done and the effect must be considered in the analysis. It is difficult to measure the appeal of a graphical display in quantitative terms, though there are visual characteristics that may be apparent in statistical summaries that can be discovered. As for binning, it is one of a large number of data transformation methods that can be performed to address nonlinearity and noise, and a subset of general categorization, which is beyond the scope of this chapter.
Background on Dichotomization Methods
Dichotomization of network ties is often an ad hoc procedure. By experimenting with various cutoff points and examining the properties of the resulting networks, practitioners may choose an "appropriate" cut point that purportedly captures the essence of a network phenomenon.
Here are methods that have been traditionally used to dichotomize data without the need for ad hoc standards.
Dichotomization of Predictors in Linear Models
There are many reasons why statistical practitioners might wish to take a quantitative or categorical variable and dichotomize it as an input for a standard linear regression. Principally is the ease of explanation and interpretability of the difference between a "high" and a "low" group, primarily for the ease of digestion for a lay audience. It is vitally important to choose an "optimal" cut-point based on information provided by the predictor alone; to choose a cut-point that depends on the outcome leads to serious issues, the least of which being the invalidity of the p-value for statistical significance [Royston et al., 2006] due to an innate multiple comparison between all possible selections.
It has been noted for decades (see Kelley [1939] for a historical example) that by choosing a cut-point at the middle, an investigator is selecting points for analysis near the cut-point that are close together in the predictor but are radically separated as a result of dichotomization. It may make more sense to remove the middle points from the analysis entirely; Gelman and Park [2009] shows that choosing a trichotomization scheme by keeping those points in the upper and lower thirds for a uniformly distributed covariate will maximize the resulting efficiency while still maintaining interpretability.
Splitting the ties into three groups solves no problems for network statistical measurement or for epidemiology. It may, however, prove to be of some benefit in longitudinal model studies where the predictor is the lagged outcome of a neighbouring node multiplied by the tie strength; this is discussed in greater detail in Section 7.
Minimal "Giant Component" Methods
The work of Erdos and Renyi [1960] established the conditions under which an Erdos-Renyi random graph would contain a "giant component", a subset of nodes that are mutually reachable through their connected edges; namely, that the probability of any particular edge existing multiplied by the number of nodes will tend to be greater than 1. The sudden appearance of a giant component with the adjustment of the allowance threshold has been likened to phase transition changes in matter, as well as percolation conditions on somewhat-regular lattices [Callaway et al., 2000] .
The existence of a giant component in a graph has particular implications in epidemiological contexts; if no such component exists, there can be no transmission along the graph. From this idea, the method of choosing a minimum threshold value for which a giant component emerges. If a network is thought to be minimally connected, it would provide a useful upper bound on the effect of information transmission compared to lower thresholds.
This cut-point is often taken where the network is appearing to grow at its most rapid rate, meaning that the appearance of some nodes and edges over others may appear to be the product of an underlying noisy process rather than the inclusion of links that are specifically responsible for the connectivity of a system. However, it also acts as a point of maximum discrimination between the full and empty states, a natural type of midpoint between extreme values, and therefore deserves some attention.
This method is also popular for graphical purposes as a way of presenting an uncluttered projection of the system in two dimensions (see Hidalgo et al. [2009 Hidalgo et al. [ , 2007 for examples).
Simulation Models
With the definition of Generalized Linear Models for various valued network characteristics, there is a basis for considering the effect of dichotomization, both at the selection of various cut points as well as across various instances of random variation.
The following procedure is used for testing the effect of dichotomization: 7
• Select a generative family from the GLM toolkit where edges have nonnegative value:
and
are the two generative families used in this experiment. Note that the mean of the Poisson can vary within a single run, leading to the overdispersion that characterizes the heterogeneity present in a Negative Binomial random variable.
• Select a series of latent parameters that define µ ij :
, where a larger σ α yields more heterogeneity between nodes.
-Latent geometric structure: nodes have positions d i , and a coefficient of distance vs. connectivity γ. Nodes can lie equally spaced on a ring of unit radius, or in a single cloud from a bivariate normal distribution.
-Latent clusters. Each node is assigned membership in one of three clusters (a i = k), and prefer links either within their cluster or with those nodes in other clusters with propensity λ. In this simulation, only one of clusters and geometry can be implemented at one time.
-An assortative mixing factor χ equal to 0.5, 0 or -0.5 (the disassortative case).
-The number of nodes in the system. All together, this gives an outcome parameter equal to
a list of all options for the above parameters is shown in Table 1 .
To keep the parameter values positive, their values are bounded above zero with the transformation function µ pos = f (µ) = exp(µ − 1)I(µ < 1) + µI(µ ≥ 1), rather than setting all negative-parameter draws to zero; in execution, the difference is negligible when threshold values are above 1. For the geometric measures, generated networks have a maximum size of 300; larger networks are implemented in Section 7, the consequences on linear models using dichotomized networks.
• Select a "ladder" of threshold values, reflecting the changing density and connectivity of the dichotomized systems. These values may be best determined by first considering the average number of edges per node and choosing the threshold that corresponds to that fraction.
• Given the selected generative model, produce a number of replicates of the valued network (10, for the purposes of this analysis.) For each replicate, create a series of binary networks using the threshold ladder.
• Given chosen conditions, compare properties of the simulated networks within a single valued instance at all thresholds, taking the average across all instances at each threshold if possible (see Figure 2 for an example.)
Given the run of these simulations, it remains to be demonstrated how to extract the maximum amount of information from a dichotomized network representation. Estimates obtained through the dichotomized network must have meaning in terms of the individuals within it. In the sections that follow, three levels of effects are examined: static node characteristics, network diameter and dyadic causation. First, the problem of comparing quantities between valued graphs and their dichotomized counterparts in a physically valid fashion is addressed.
Valid Estimation Through A Change of Units
The values and weights in relational data typically have physical meaning. As a result, dichotomization of data is essentially a change of units from an observational measure into a friendship measure, albeit as a lossy many-to-one transformation. Quantities that are calculated under the dichotomized structure will act as valid estimators for the valued quantities if units are accounted for. This is similar to the example set by Gelman and Park [2009] , in which the efficiency of a predictor is compared between the valued and dichotomized cases.
While the original measurement has its own scale in terms of a physical quantity (number of communications, minutes in contact, etc.) there is rarely such a definition for the binary tie. In 9 order to distinguish the physical quantity from the model quantity, we define (with an admitted degree of cheek) the unit of a binary social tie, [binary] , to be the Phil. 4 As an example, consider the electronic messages sent between participants in Freeman and Freeman [1980] (which is shown in greater detail in Section 6.1), where the unit of interest, [valued] , is a message. For a threshold value of 21, all message counts of that value or higher are assigned to be a social tie and set as equal to 1 Phil ; all below are set to zero. The conversion factor between the two is equal to the difference in means between the high and low groups:
[valued]
[binary] =X high −X low 1 − 0 = 76.7 − 2.2 messages 1 P hil = 74.5 messages/P hil.
Since the binary model is constructed to learn something about the valued system that generated it, the estimated quantity can be converted back to the units of the original measurement; even though much information is lost in the transfer, the relative scale between the two remains. In the case of geodesic closeness, the valued and binary equations are each equal to
,
is the shortest path from node k to i and have units equal to the original tie strength measure (under the transformation that the path length of a tie is the inverse of its strength) . An estimate of the valued harmonic closeness from the binary is then equal to
[binary] = C 1/C (k, binary) * 74.5 messages/P hil.
As in the rest of this work, distance is treated as a measure of inverse connectivity. As a result, calculations of the geodesic shortest-path lengths in the binary case are in units of inverse Phil :
This change of variables will be used when necessary to compute the deviation of the binaryderived estimate from the valued estimate, noting that the choice of threshold, along with the distribution of the valued coefficient, determines the conversion factor.
Comparison Measures and Trial Thresholds
Two options present themselves for choosing an "optimal" threshold. One criterion suggests a "centroid" threshold value; that is, working only with a set of dichotomized graphs from the same valued graph, the ideal threshold minimizes the sum of rank discrepancies with respect to all others in the set. However, this has an immediate flaw: this measure is sensitive to irrelevant alternatives. For example, consider a series of threshold values that produces a large number of empty graphs. The centroid value will most likely lie in the empty graph set purely due to their multiplicity. Even cleverly constructed alternatives, such as those based on the quantiles of tie strengths in the system, may suffer from this problem if not carefully considered.
Therefore, the only comparisons considered are between the valued graph and each dichotomized version respectively, rather than any comparisons among dichotomized versions, and propose that if any threshold must be chosen, it should be that value that minimizes the deviation of the chosen measure from the original valued graph.
Effects on Geometry: Node Characteristics and Network Diameters
This section examines the results of 212 simulations sampled from the proposed space of generative parameters 5 and compare them according to a series of summary statistics. Each simulation consists of 10 replicates from the underlying structure taken across 30 threshold values, where each threshold is chosen to produce a graph of a specific underlying density. The optimal threshold for each statistic, for each family, is that with the lowest total sum across all 10 replicates. The statistical measures we consider are based on two families of distance measures on graphs:
• Geodesic measures, which are based on the shortest path distance d(i, j) between two nodes i and j (see ? for an excellent overview of these methods). The reciprocal of this is the closeness 1/d(i, j) which has the property that two nodes in separate components have zero closeness, rather than infinite distance.
• Ohmic measures, which are based on the interpretation of social ties as resistors (or, more appropriately, conductors) in an electrical grid, so that the distance d Ω (i, j) between two nodes i and j is equivalent to the resistance of the circuit formed by connecting nodes i and j (with symbol 1/G eq ij , so that G eq ij is the social equivalent of electrical conductance). The notion is useful in physical chemistry [??] but is also finding new uses in complex network analysis due to its connections with random walks and eigenvalue decompositions [?] . ? gives a more thorough analysis of these measures and their comparisons with their geodesic equivalents; what is most relevant is that these are more sensitive to the total length of all paths that connect two points, to which geodesic measures, concerned only with the shortest single path, are largely indifferent.
For each network, valued or binary, there is a collection of graph statistics based on geodesic and Ohmic measures that apply to the individuals within. The choice of threshold affects the node statistics both in absolute terms and relative to each other, and the inherent uncertainty in the measurement of tie values suggests that these statistics vary between different iterations at the same threshold level, hence the increased reliability of using a number of replicates.
For this analysis, three measures of network centrality are considered:
• Harmonic geodesic closeness,
6 (relative rank only)
Considering the absolute measures of node characteristics, it is simply a matter of calculating the statistic for each node, at each threshold, within each replicate, and converting the estimate into the units of the valued graph. The optimal threshold for that measure is chosen to be that which gives the lowest squared deviation of the statistic for that starting graph.
It may also be preferable to consider only the relative importance of nodes, thereby removing the concern of a change in units. As a frequently asked question of networked systems is "Who is the most important individual?" by some set of criteria, rank-order statistics are a logical choice to measure the change of importance of individuals between two instances of a graph. Since there is also far more interest in the more important individuals (those with rank R i closer to 1) than the less important ones (with rank R i closer to N ), a rank discrepancy statistic of the form
is used, where R ai and R bi are the ranks of individual i in instances labelled a and b. Ties in rank are randomly assorted so that, among other factors, an empty or complete graph is uninformative as to the supremacy of one node over another. A single dichotomizing procedure is given in Figure 3 , for a 50-node network with mild heterogeneity in popularity between individuals and generated by a weak ring structure. The measure of choice is the minimum rank discrepancy between the valued graph and each dichotomized version; these points are highlighted in the figure. All three points are well above one edge per node, the typical point at which a giant component appears (in the case of the theory of Erdos and Renyi [1959] ). 6 In brief: for all pairs of nodes (a, b), a fixed power of 1 Watt is applied across the terminals corresponding to the nodes, which have an Ohmic inverse distance G With the addition of a change in units, a direct value comparison can be made between a dichotomized graph and the original valued model. This brings the values of geodesic and Ohmic closeness into play as fair comparisons. As well, because distances are measured in terms of the inverse unit of friendship, the geodesic and Ohmic diameters for the graph can also be converted from their original values so as to effect a comparison; however, it may prove more sensible to first define inverse geodesic and Ohmic diameter as the minimum non-zero connectivity in a system, so that the units are identical to those for closeness measures (units of Phil ).
Several scatterplots of results are shown in Figure 4 . The first compares geodesic closeness to its Ohmic counterpart, and the differences are apparent. Minimizing the discrepancy for Ohmic closeness requires a higher density binary graph, and hence a lower threshold; this is consistent with the existence of more parallel paths between nodes as an important factor in Ohmic closeness. Additionally, there is a very noticeable effect of network size, such that larger graphs require a higher number of edges per node, but only on Ohmic closeness; if there is an effect for geodesic closeness rank, it is far less pronounced.
The optimal thresholds by value are a far more unusual story. Many of the ideal points are clustered around 0.5 edges per node, in the region of nearly empty graphs, or roughly one-half the total possible edges per node, in those graphs tending toward full completeness. There are a number that collect at roughly 1 edge per node, the typical minimum for a giant component to appear, Figure 4 : Scatterplot of ideal threshold points based on rank discrepancy statistics for harmonic geodesic centrality, Ohmic closeness and Ohmic betweenness, as well as a comparison of absolute values on closeness statistics. Each point represents a single generative model family; its location is the average edges per node for the optimal threshold across 10 replications. Black, blue, red and pink dots represent simulated networks of size 50, 100, 200 and 300 respectively. For rank-based geodesic or Ohmic statistics, the vast majority of cut points are noticeably above the level of one edge per node, suggesting that the networks produced are far from trivial. This is not necessarily the case of value-based conversions, where the optimal threshold values produce but there are very few in the mid-density range of 2 to 5 edges per node, a significantly different result from the rank statistics. Whether this is a consequence of the linearity of the underlying system, or the failure of the unit transformation to properly account for the change in scale, is a subject for later debate; neither are situations that are present in the ranked interpretations, which delinearize the data as a matter of course.
The same situation is present when examining diameter, though to a lesser extent. Figure 5 summarizes the optimal thresholds for each simulation in terms of geodesic and Ohmic diameter. There is a considerable concentration of points at very sparse and very dense graphs, though there are many more intermediate cutpoints for both geodesic and Ohmic diameter. The cutpoints for Ohmic diameter are often at lower densities, with higher thresholds, than in the geodesic case; this is the opposite of the findings for rank-based statistics for centrality, though the number of points that are in this region is a small fraction of the total.
Results by Generative Parameter
Each of the generative parameters for the simulations have some impact on the optimal threshold points for one of the statistics of interest. One is the effect of assortative mixing by popularity on diameter, as seen in Figure 5 . In cases where there is significantly strong additional disassortative mixing -that is, in the case where high-degree nodes are more likely to connect to low-degree nodes -the required threshold for diameter is considerably higher, so that the number of edges per node is much smaller and a less dense graph is required than in cases with nonnegative assortativity on popularity. This suggests that the base structure for the network is captured by a "hub and spoke"-type model, so that most nodes are captured with a minimal number of edges, which then form the backbone of the network.
Two other effects of generative parameters on the optimal threshold points are demonstrated in Figure 6 . First is the effect of heterogeneity of popularity, or the standard deviation of the underlying parameter α i in Equation 1. The optimal threshold rises with the degree of heterogeneity in node popularity, suggesting that in cases of extreme discrimination between node popularity, more ties are needed to accurately represent the valued network in binary terms.
Second is the effect of latent geometry on the optimal threshold. For the nine suggested geometries presented (4 geometries, two levels of effect, plus "none"), one shows a strong discrepancy from the others: the situation where nodes are located in clusters and show a high preference for ties within their own cluster. In this situation a higher density is necessary, and hence a lower threshold, likely because the ties between clusters tend to be both weaker and essential for the full connectivity of the system (in a situation reminiscent of the "strength of weak ties" hypothesis of Granovetter [1973] ). Kernel density plots for the optimal threshold for geodesic and Ohmic diameter grouped by the assortative mixing constant. The solid black line in each case is for additional disassortative mixing and has higher density for lower threshold values; red and blue represent no adjustment and additional assortative mixing respectively. Figure 6: Two examples of how an input parameter can affect the optimal threshold level; xcoordinates represent various values of the input parameter, while each column within a parameter value represents the network size. Top: Increased heterogeneity in node popularity raises the optimal density for geodesic centrality rank. Bottom: Of the latent geometries proposed, only systems with (relatively) strongly self-connected clusters require high densities to retain geodesic centrality values.
6 The Consequences of Dichotomization on the Geometry of Previously Published Examples
Having simulated and analyzed a wide range of synthetic networks, it is worthwhile to investigate the consequences of dichotomization on three real valued networks.
Freeman and Freeman's EIES Communications
The EIES communications data set [Freeman and Freeman, 1980] contains a record of the number of times a group of 32 social network researchers communicated electronically with one another over a period of time, using a precursor of modern email. There is a high degree of heterogeneity in the link values; more than half, 532 of a total of 992, are valued at zero; more than one quarter (258) are valued at more than 10, and 33 are valued at more than 100. A full profile of threshold trials can be seen in Figure 7 . There is no one clearly preferred ratio of arcs to nodes, though a value between 3 and 3.5 is satisfactory to preserve closeness, and a much higher 8.5 arcs per node to preserve betweenness. To minimize the distortion in diameter, the "best" estimate is visually bimodal; the global minimum is found at 7.5-8.5 arcs per node, though there is also a significant minimum at 1 arc per node, corresponding to a subgraph of 9 highly prolific people from the total 32.
Achard's Brain Wave Correlations
Achard et al. [2006] measure the correlation structure of fMRI data in the brains of various subjects. To produce a network structure, a partial correlation method is used. Several simulated replicates of this set are subjected to dichotomization; Table 8 lists the optimal threshold points for each of the statistical measures considered. It is interesting to note that the cutpoints that preserve relative rank (between 0.22 and 0.26) are far higher than those that preserve distance (one at 0.17, three at 0.056 or fewer).
Newcomb's Fraternity
The observations of Newcomb [1961] form a time series at weekly intervals of the mutually ranked preferences for members of a fraternity, previously unacquainted, over 15 weeks. The data are transformed from their original preferences (1 through 16) to fractions ( ) in order to construct a valued scale; no ties were permitted in the original surveys. It is interesting to note that because each row of the sociomatrix contains the same elements and evenly spaced, the conversion factor in each non-trivial case is equal to 1/2, meaning that there is no length distortion between choices of threshold value. Achard et al. [2006] , rank discrepancies and meansquared errors (relative to the maximum in each case) for the thresholding procedure, averaged over 10 generated replicates. Threshold values between 0.22 and 0.26, corresponding to 7 to 11 mean ties per node, produce dichotomized versions that best preserve the relative ranks of the nodes. Accounting for the unit transformation of the ties, a lower threshold appears to preserve distances to a greater degree. Figure 9 : The optimal threshold for seven statistics, week by week, in Newcomb's fraternity rank preference data. The values vary across statistics of choice; in particular, optimal thresholds for Ohmic diameter and value-based geodesic and Ohmic centrality are all at levels near to the point where the complete graph appears.
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The optimal thresholds for the statistics of interest are shown in Figure 9 . There is considerable variability across the weeks within the statistics, suggesting that a single choice of threshold across all weeks would be suboptimal if the underlying linearity is in fact valid.
Effects on Tie Coefficients in Linear Models
One of the prime reasons for modelling systems as networks is the convenience of an explanation for the evolution of a system: phenomena travel between individuals along network ties. This is the essence of the study of social influence on a network. A linear model construction of this influence suggests that a quality possessed by one individual at a particular time will affect the level of the same quality in a neighbour at some later time.
While there is no need to threshold in the immediate context of a neighbour, there is a particular interest in creating a system where removed degree is a measure of interest. Among other studies, Christakis and Fowler [2007] investigate the epidemic properties of obesity in a population by separating the influence of an individual's friends by radius -that is, radii 1 through 3 represent an immediate friend, a friend-of-a-friend, and a friend-of-a-friend-of-a-friend respectively. By choosing a cut-point for where friendship begins, rather than to construct a distance metric for all individuals, this decomposition can distinguish between various social relationships and establish the effective degree of influence for any one individual.
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It may, however, prove to be foolish to begin investigating a system with network effects beyond direct connection without examining the simplest cases. Therefore, the remainder of this section is dedicated to one such simple case: the one-step time evolution of a networked system where node behaviour is determined by an autocorrelation term as well as a "tie" effect. Following the definition of the model, the full simulation procedure for each model considered is given. Three outcomes are examined: the optimal cut point produced by the model, the relative mean squared error of the thresholded system with respect to the original, and the coverage probabilities of the estimators for the tie coefficient.
Setup
Consider the property of a node at two time points, time 0 (Y i0 ) and time 1 (Y i1 ), or the past/present node properties respectively. A typical linear model setup for measuring the effects of ties on the evolution of node properties takes the form
so that γ represents the auto-time-lag dependence for each unit, and β represents the "network" cross-unit-time-lag as mitigated by a connection of strength X ij0 in the past. This modelling framework extends beyond the simple case of two time points, as a series of N − 1 equations can model a system at N time epochs. Unlike previous dichotomization analyses such as Gelman and Park [2009] , the effect of dichotomizing the network does not lead to a simple bisection; the past property Y j(t−1) plays a role that cannot be ignored. In particular, if there is any kind of relationship between the network configuration and the previous outcome of interest -for example, if popular people are also happier than the unpopular, then there is a correlation between in-degree and past property -it is possible that the thresholding mechanism will distort the relationship in other unexpected ways.
In order to test the effect of dichotomization, the valued networks are simulated and hypothetical nodal attributes are created, which are passed both autoregressively and through the network at each time point. The method is as follows:
• Generate an autoregressive parameter γ and a network parameter β from a random distribution (in this case, a positive value well below 1. Choose a variance σ 2 for the error term
• Generate a hypothetical correlation between the indegree of a node X .j and the past property Y j .
• Given the correlation, choose a mean value for the past property, µ Y , and generate a past property for each unit, marginally Y j0 ∼ N (µ Y , 1).
• Generate the error term to produce the present property and outcome Y 1 .
• At each threshold, compute the conversion factor,X high −X low , that represents the change in unit/dimension from the valued to the binary system.
• Solve the linear model problem for the true value of X ij as well as at each chosen threshold; that is, determine the estimates of the parameters γ and β and their respective variances.
• Compare the estimates of the parameters γ and β, to the underlying true values; in the case of β, dividing by the unit conversion factor to adjust for the change in scale in the network.
The goal is to then choose the threshold value that best approximate the valued case for the linear model. There are several possibilities that present themselves for a "best" approximation, namely the threshold choices that give the smallest mean squared error for the autoregressive parameter γ or the cross-unit effect β, or the best fit to the present-time property Y 1 as determined by R 2 , which is directly comparable between analyses as the equations are identical except for the form of X. Figure 10 but with different generative parameters, including a negative correlation between an individual's indegree. As the choice of threshold increases, the measure of the value of a friendship decreases in absolute terms but remains relatively close to the generation value when accounting for the change in scale. The relative efficiency of the dichotomized models is at least a factor of 1000 below that for the valued model. Two instances of this procedure are demonstrated in Figures 10 and 11 , using the same underlying graph structure but using two different underlying time evolutions, wherein the target objective is to minimize the mean squared error of the network effect parameter β. In Figure 10 , the apparent effect of a tie on a unit's outcome decreases as the number of connections increases, which is to be expected since we are essentially lowering the share of influence that each node has over a target node. However, the 95% intervals for the scale-adjusted estimates only cover the true parameters in five cases, and the best threshold choice gives a mean squared error nearly 10,000 times greater than the valued model gives for the same analysis. Figure 11 gives a similar pattern, though the signs are flipped as the true beta is negative in this case. The absolute value for β is once again inflated with respect to the true value, and the optimal threshold gives a mean squared error roughly 1000 times greater than the valued model analysis.
Overall Results: Optimal Cutpoint
A total of 282 GLM network families were simulated, so that each family has 40 instances of a past-present linear model for a total of 11,280 linear models. For this stage, networks of size 300-600 nodes were added to the analysis, as the analysis of a one-step model is considerably quicker than the geometric and topological decompositions used in Section 5. A summary of simulation inputs, selection criteria and outputs is given in Table 2 .
To examine the ideal density as a factor of input properties, Figure 12 gives a series of kernel density plots for each of the network generation factors; size, heterogeneity, assortativity and geometry. In the top panel, the ideal number of edges per node increases with network size; however, as seen in the second panel, when scaling as a function of network density, or the total number of edges as a fraction of all possible n(n−1) edges, the differences between the network sizes diminishes. There is no apparent linear progression in ideal size by increasing node heterogeneity alone (third), or by (dis)assortative mixing (fourth).
Of the latent geometries used to simulate the system, two appear to have a distinct effect on the ideal network size: when nodes are arranged in clusters that prefer external connections, the density may be lower; when nodes are in clusters that prefer internal connections, a higher density is required to best approximate the valued system.
A quick inspection of graphs showing various linear model parameter values demonstrated that none of the parameters appreciably affect the optimal cut point.
Overall Results: Mean Squared Error Ratio
One measure of efficiency of an estimator is the mean squared error from the true value, equal to the square of the estimator's bias plus its variance. Given that the true values of the underlying parameters are known, the MSE can be quickly computed for each thresholded value as well as that estimated by the valued model. Figure 13 contains kernel density estimates for the (log) ratio of the optimal threshold for a valued model against the valued model itself, as it varies by generative parameter. First, there is some differentiation between the MSE ratio as broken down by network size, though with the exception of the smaller graphs (50 or 100 nodes), there is no highly suggestive pattern or trend to indicate that larger networks have a higher average MSE than their smaller counterparts.
There is, however, considerable separation between classes of heterogeneity on popularity. As heterogeneity increases between nodes in a network, the optimal MSE ratio rises considerably. Disassortative mixing also appears to lower the optimal MSE ratio. This is likely due to the removal of less popular nodes in the thresholded systems under assortatively mixed systems (where less popular nodes connect to each other, rather than to the system as a whole) or heterogeneous systems (where less popular nodes connect to far fewer nodes in total.) A quick inspection of graphs showing various linear model parameter values demonstrated that none of the parameters appreciably affect the MSE ratio.
Overall Results: Coverage Characteristics
This section examines the effect that input parameters have on the coverage for estimates of the autoregressive and network effects. One is immediately apparent in Figure 14 , as there is a considerable bias in the estimate of the network effect depending on its sign. Effects are measured to be considerably greater in magnitude than their true values -more positive in the positive case, more negative in the negative case. Moreover, this effect is invariant in the t-statistics with respect to the scale of the coefficient, suggesting that the bias on the coefficient scales with the underlying true value, and is hence a multiplicative effect.
The results are then broken down by generative parameter, keeping only positive true values of β are included. Using this breakdown, Figure 15 explains much of the additional bias present in the 28 Figure 12 : Ideal thresholds for linear modelling, as divided by network size, with respect to minimizing the MSE for the network component β (results are similar for other criteria.) Network size raises the ideal edges per node (top), but the relative densities in the optimal cases are roughly identical (second from top). There is no apparent linear progression in ideal size by increasing node heterogeneity alone (third), or by (dis)assortative mixing (fourth). Two geometries appear to have a distinct effect on the ideal network size: when nodes are arranged in clusters that prefer external connections (grey), the density may be lower; when nodes are in clusters that prefer internal connections (solid red), a higher density is required. 29 Figure 13: Comparing the minimum mean squared error for the estimate of β with respect to the underlying valued model. Top: dichotomizing larger networks tends to produce a larger mean squared error in the estimate, though the effect is small compared to the distortion caused by node heterogeneity (second from top) or assortative mixing (third). There is minimal discrimination between graphs due to their latent geometry (bottom). 30 Figure 14 : The differences between the estimated β coefficient and the generated true value expressed as t-statistics, after correction for the change in units. There is a sharp change at zero, as seen in closeup in the middle image; for negative true values, the inferences are biased more negatively, and for positive values, the inferences are biased more positively, suggesting strongly that the network coefficient estimate is inflated in magnitude. The rightmost image is a kernel density plot when the true beta is separated by sign, supporting this contention.
system. While there appear to be differences in the coverage by network size and latent geometry, it is node heterogeneity and assortative mixing that produce the highest biases in coefficient value, in a fashion similar to these variables' effect on network geometry. The coverage properties of homogeneous network systems are the only ones that are empirically too large, with the central 95% region of a 50-plus-degree t distribution carrying 99% and 96% of the observed outcomes for node heterogeneity of 0.1 and 0.4; all other cases yield dramatically worse coverage. Interestingly, as demonstrated in Figure 12 , the underlying density at the optimal cut point is not appreciably bigger for highly heterogeneous systems; this suggests instead that the bias is caused by an unequal representation of the most popular nodes in the system driving the response, similar to a standard horizontal outlier having disproportionate leverage over a simple linear model.
There is also a considerable difference in coverage between disassortatively mixed systems and their neutral or assortative counterparts. In the geometric case, the inclusion of disassortative characteristics allowed for a lower density (higher threshold) graph; in the linear model case, the inclusion of links between high-and low-popularity individuals ensures that more units are properly represented in the coefficient estimate, similar to the networks with low heterogeneity in popularity. Coverage by Latent Geometry Figure 15: For only positive values of the true β, the differences between the estimated coefficient and the generated true value expressed as t-statistics across values of the network generative parameters. The dash-dot line in each plot represents the density of a t-distribution with 50 degrees of freedom and is given for reference.
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8 Conclusions
We have covered a number of different issues with dichotomization, a commonly used method of simplifying a data set by compression into a binary framework. It proves problematic to match the geometric characteristics of a dichotomized graph to the original valued graph, since different statistical summaries are optimized at different threshold values. Estimating the parameters in linear models becomes more problematic, as there is a persistent inflationary bias in the value of the network coefficient when adjusting for the difference in scale using the methods most common in the standard linear model framework, and the probability and confidence intervals produced as a result have remarkably lower coverage than as advertised.
This exploration of the effects of dichotomizing valued data is by definition incomplete. The number of complex network systems appearing in the literature goes far past the range of the synthetic definitions presented herein, and even then, the definition of "optimal" is always debatable. By choosing a simple standard -that the optimal threshold for dichotomizing a valued graph is that which best preserves the features of interest -it is with some hope that this will contribute to a decrease in the ad hoc dichotomization of data purely for convenience.
Is dichotomization necessary?
The motivations for dichotomization in Section 2 must be revisited in order to fully appreciate its value as a scientific instrument.
• For use in exclusively binary methods, there is little doubt that it is necessary to choose a threshold value in order to put them to use. The appropriateness of shoehorning this data into these models, however, is questionable if the data are already fully formed. For example, the Watts-Strogatz and Barabasi-Albert models are both attempts at producing both evolution stories and replication models for binary systems. The classification of a valued network according to a binary standard may not be particularly useful in light of better quantities already available for valued data.
• For ease of input and data collection, there remains the risk of error propagation when dichotomization is conducted too early in the investigation. Survey methodology provides better alternatives when it comes to reliable data collection than premature bifurcation.
• For ease of graphical output, there is no statistical issue to debate; producing informative graphics is a question for aesthetics and the experimenter. The only issue to consider in this case is the distortion of distance; for example, whether it would be better to consider distantly connected nodes as isolates rather than accurately try to demonstrate their positions.
• The issue of nonlinearity, particularly in the case of linear modelling, is moot in the case of dichotomization, as it represents only one of a set of transformations that can apply in this 33
case. Additionally, the dramatic loss of efficiency, 100-fold or more in simulations, makes dichotomization extremely unwise unless there truly is a threshold effect in the system to be studied.
Improving Dimensional Transformation Estimation
Because the end effect of this sort of network compression is lossy and unpredictably non-linear, the approximation provided by the transformation of units is by no means a perfect mechanism for comparing valued graphs to their dichotomized counterparts. Whether there is a more sophisticated way to compare network effects under data compression schemes is a matter of additional research. However, because the motivations for the procedure do not appear to hold up under scrutiny, the value of such an investigation seems to be purely academic.
Possibilities of Integrated Multiple-Graph Approaches
It is of course possible to choose a threshold ladder and produce a series of analyses at each threshold choice; this "multiple slice" method appears to be a reasonable path to take if a single threshold would be too uncertain. However, the dependence between dichotomized values means that any uncertainties in the estimation process cannot be added as independent quantities, so that losses in efficiency cannot easily be reclaimed by stacking a series of dichotomized networks. For analysis of a system, the problem of combining analyses from a threshold ladder is still open. For graphical display, there is a reasonable method for using multiple thresholds for graphical purposes, called the "wedding cake" model and described in greater detail in the ElectroGraph package for R. The procedure begins by solving for the positions of the nodes in two dimensions for the valued graph, then by sequentially plotting the ties visible at each threshold. In this way, the coordinates for each plot remain the same as each layer of the system is visually examined. 
Alternative Dichotomization Procedures
As inspired by the accidental censoring of outbound binary network edges to an upper limit of k [?], one possibility is the deliberate limitation of outgoing edges corresponding to the k-highest valued ties. Thomas and Blitzstein [2011] show that this performs worse that the standard thresholding criterion in terms of preserving known features of the graph or linear model coefficient estimates.
Keeping the goal of maintaining the inherent structural properties of a valued network in its dichotomized form doesn't require the thresholding tool to perform it. However, it does provide an excellent starting point from which to begin a search of binary graphs that better correspond to their valued counterpoints. A simple simulated annealing procedure, for example, is one in which an edge is added or subtracted from the dichotomized version and compared to the valued graph; the "energy" can be expressed as a function of the value or rank discrepancy in the preservation criterion, and edges can be added or subtracted according to a Metropolis-style acceptance procedure until the global minimum is found.
